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The Jottingfor hiking in
Yushan Mountain

T here is a saying, "Being a Taiwanese, we must climb a

mountain in our lives, and that mountain should be

Yushan Mountain." This sentence fully represents Yushan

Mountain's holly position in the hearts of people living in

this island. The Yushan main peak, at an elevation of 3952

meters, not only is the highest mountain in Taiwan, but also

is the first peak in Northeast Asia. This National Park includes

many mountains higher than 3000 meters, e.g. the highest

mountain in Central Mountain Range-the Hsiukuluanshan,

the top of the southern Taiwan - Guanshan, the first of the

eastern Taiwan - NewKanshan, and the erecting group peaks

of Yushan Mountain; the combination of these mountains can

be named the roof of Taiwan. Beginning from DongPu to the

main peak, 1000 to 3952 meters from the sea level, with the
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features of tropical and the Frigid Zone, Yushan Mountain

has completed ecosystems, which include various plants. Fol-

lowing the rising altitude of this mountain, we can find broad

leaf woods, coniferous and broad leaf mixed woods, spruces,

Chinese hemlocks, big and soaring firs, short bush woods

and frigid high mountain plant woods, composed of Yushan

Sabina chinensis and Yushan rhododendron. These moun-

tain valleys are also good habitats for protected precious ani-

mals like Formosan rock-monkeys, Formosan Serows,

sambars, Formosan reeve's munjacs and Mikado pheasants.

With various views following season's changes, tourists and

hikers appreciate Yushan Mountain's composed and grand

scenery; the inscribed text on the main peak, "Thought clear

as Jade, Morality unchanged as mountain expresses one's feel-

ing and ambition when people step on the top of the hill.

To motivate colleagues walk into mountains and feel

the natural scenery, the Mountain Climbing Association of

Coast Guard Administration initiated an activity of climbing

Yushan Mountain after lunar New Year, via intranet system

between offices, and invited every colleagues and their fam-

ily members, before winter snow melting, to either see the

beauty of scenery or experience the best of Yushan Mountain.

After an expert, from Open Country Association of Taipei,

introduced the detail and an experienced colleague shared

his experience, there were 28 members, including colleagues

and their family members, who register their participation,

setting a plan to start at March 23rd after getting off work,

and will climb to the main peak of Yushan Mountain in a 2

day and 2 night schedule.

Only that this spring seems to come late. In the early

March, the temperatures were from 10 to 15 Celsius degree

in Taipei; on 15th, an intense cold front worsened the snow

situation in mountain areas. Though participants worried the

Park Headquarter might lengthen the closing time of Yushan

Mountain, they still hadn't forgotten reminding each other

to take more exercise and were preparing for the coming harsh

challenges. Fortunately, since 17th, the weather became

steadier and had us get on our packs according the plan.The

participants all hoped the climate might be well in mountain

areas, which could let them atop Yushan Mountain.

Before setting sail, the Minister saw the participants and

encourage that they will display the Coast Guard spirit-with

amphibious ability, complete civil and military in both yet

paying attention to a priority of safety, experience the beauty

of Yushan Mountain. Then accompanied by 3 mountaineer-

ing guides, we headed for the hotel in Alishan to prepare the

next day's hiking.

In the morning of 24th, surrounded by thick fog and

intermitted drizzle, it seemed that the hiking won't be easy,

but never curbed the participant's ambitions. Finishing

breakfast, we got Shandonpu's parking lot and reached Tataka

Saddle by transferring bus for reorganization gears. At 9:30

a.m., with frigid air, we loudly shouted for cheer and stepped
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on the continuous gravel trails. More than an hour's walking

to reach Menglu Pavilion, with lifting fog, raising tempera-

tures and hiking exercise, the heavy coats become burdens,

which had the guides find an appropriate space for hikers'

rest and readjustment of their clothes. Passing through plank

roads, cliffs and difficult uphill trails, we began to compre-

hend the climber's endurance and vitality, whereas the beau-

ties of clouds, snow and giant woods were the rich compen-

sation for our hardship, in addition to the impression of sip-

ping coffee in the West Peaks Inn and distantly looking the

grand peaks of Yushan Mountain. Because of the 8.5 kilome-

ters trail, from the entrance to Paiyun village, we arrived at

around 5 p.m. but can't find the hill which we started; within

Yushan Mountain's bosom, the all sweat had been repaid.

At an elevation of 3402 meters, the climate around

Paiyun village suffered the participants who were not accus-

tomed to it; after a day's hiking, mountain sickness might

have them sleepless but won't suppress their impulse to atop

the main peak. At 5 a.m., with dawn on the top of mountains

and cold air, they quietly tidied up sleeping bags, put on shoes

and warmed up for moving. Sadly to be told from guides

that there was heavy snow at 300 meters from the main peak,

around Wind Mouth, and because of the iron chain installed

by Yushan National Park headquarter having been covered,

for safety' sake, the hiking shall be adjusted by the trail

conditions. Overcoming the thick snow, participants hardly

reached the main peak but a prominent rock about 700meters

to the destination; nevertheless, the guides lead them to ap-

preciate the snow white world, step on ice-holders to feel the

vast of iced hills, lift the white veil of Yushan Mountain, hap-

pen to realize the greatness of Mother Nature, and know the

reason why it is called the holy mountain.

Back from the trails, with glorious weather and gor-

geous views of distant clouds sea, green hills, snow plains,

soaring peaks, hikers felt relaxed with a sip of sweet moun-

tain spring, taking pictures with friends to leave everlasting

memory. It was a pity that, for the time limit, we couldn't

stay too late. After packing everyone's equipment, partici-

pants started going downhill following the passed trails,

where they met some hikers, greeted each other, cheered up,

and exchanged messages concerning mountain hiking. The

feeling between people and mountains became intimate,

broke the indifference in urban life, and impressed the

participants.

On the bus back to Taipei, participants shared their at-

tainment and feelings to leave the unforgettable recollection.

One participant related, "That might be a good thing for fail-

ing to climb on the main peak. Because of this regret, I shall

return in another time, and might have an indissoluble bond

with Taiwan's hundred mountains." This is believed to be the

common aspiration for most of the participants.

(The author is of a executive officer Coast Guard

Administration's defense patrol division)




